online functional testing of fielded FPGA logic and interconnect resources without test vectors. At design time, a diverse set of functionally identical bitstream configurations are created which utilize alternate hardware resources in the FPGA fabric. An ordering is imposed on the configuration pool as updated by the PageRank indexing precedence. The configurations which utilize permanently damaged resources and hence manifest discrepant outputs, receive lower rank are thus less preferred for instantiation on the FPGA. Results indicate accurate identification of fault-free configurations in a pool of pregenerated bitstreams with a low number of reconfigurations and input evaluations. For MCNC benchmark circuits, the observed reduction in input evaluations is up to 75% when comparing the DRFI technique to unguided evaluation. The DRFI diagnosis method is seen to isolate all 14 healthy configurations from a pool of 100 pregenerated configurations, and thereby offering a 100% isolation accuracy provided the fault-free configurations exist in the design pool. When a complete recovery is not feasible, graceful degradation may be realized which is demonstrated by the PSNR improvement of images processed in a video encoder case study.
Introduction
The self-reconfiguration capability of FPGAs has been identified as a useful feature for realizing designs which are resilient to local permanent faults as well as mitigating transistor aging degradations [1] . Recovery from local permanent damage in FPGA-based designs can be realized by reconfigurations to utilize fault-free logic resources at runtime. Given some faulty resources in a particular region on an FPGA chip, the lost functionality can be refurbished by utilizing a pristine area of the chip. Conversely, if a circuit realized by a particular bitstream manifests an observable fault, then an alternate bitstream utilizing only fault-free resources can be downloaded into a reconfigurable region.
A Concurrent Error Detection (CED) scheme [2] is a well-established low-latency spatial-redundancy approach to fault detection. Such circuits are instantiated with a single replicated module to realize a Duplex Modular Redundancy (DMR) arrangement. When a discrepancy is observed in the output, it reveals the faulty nature of at least one of the instances of the duplex arrangement. If autonomous recovery capability is desired, then after fault detection, an efficient fault recovery technique is sought which is the subject of this paper.
A previous technique which uses a diverse pool of FPGA configurations for recovery from local permanent damage in online FPGAs is the Consensus-Based Evaluation (CBE) [3] method. CBE generates a diverse population of circuit configurations utilizing alternative device resources. When discrepancies are detected, the configurations in the pool are evaluated using online inputs in a duplex arrangement. Each configuration has an associated Discrepancy Value (DV) metric which is increased based upon the discrepancy history of that configuration. This evaluation process increases the DV of configuration pairs which exhibit discrepant behavior to identical inputs in a given Evaluation Period. Thus, those configurations utilizing faulty resources accumulate a higher DV than those which utilize fault-free resources. CBE used 2 International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing statistical clustering of DV values to identify outliers. A consensus is formed and the fitness of an individual configuration relative to the consensus value differentiates the faulty configuration in order to initiate repair. In the current work, our primary goal is to rapidly identify the operationally correct circuits out of a population of permanent fault-affected circuits using a search-driven ranking scheme. Secondary goals are recovery from for multiple permanent faults, while realizing graceful degradation.
There is a body of research dealing with the problem of identifying faulty components by employing system diagnosis theory. A pioneering work in diagnosis theory is by Preparata et al. [4] in which the problem of identifying faulty nodes in a digital system is formulated as a connection assignment procedure. Various components of a digital system are represented by nodes in a graph described by a connection matrix. A given edge in the graph connects two nodes, one being the node under test and the other being testing node. The diagnosibility of digital systems containing faulty modules has been studied by various researchers [5, 6] . In the proposed scheme, the configuration bitstreams for reconfigurable hardware fabric are conceptualized as nodes of the graph which represents digital circuits undergoing diagnosis.
The novel diagnosis technique proposed herein offers several benefits. It avoids the explicit step of faulty resource isolation and does not take the device offline to enable exhaustive or pseudo-exhaustive testing of all possible sets of inputs. It does not require testing the device resources individually which may contribute to unobservable faults. Instead, the actual throughput inputs are utilized for the evaluation of an online FPGA device. Various design configurations are evaluated in pairs. The pairs are selected from a pool of designs which are functionally identical and yet utilize alternate hardware resources. Ideally, some circuit throughput is maintained during the fault handling process, and thereby providing the potential of partially correct output during recovery for some applications such as signal processing tasks. These techniques are developed and evaluated herein to mitigate local permanent damage by functionally evaluating the Circuit Under Test (CUT). A unique hardware configuration of a CUT corresponds to a set of logic and interconnect resources allocated to realize each CUT in the proposed approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work on fault handling in live FPGA devices is presented. Section 3 describes the design flow of generating a diverse pool of configurations. Section 4 defines the online fault-handling process in terms of two subphases consisting of fault detection and fault diagnosis. Section 5 describes the DRFI fault-handling flow in detail. Here, an analogy between online ranking of a pool of configurations according to their runtime fitness is provided in the context of online search techniques. Section 6 includes the fault recovery results for two classes of case studies: MCNC benchmark circuits and DCT cores. Section 7 compares the proposed scheme with a traditional TMR technique as well as describing the overhead involved in DRFI over a uniplex design. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper while also identifying useful future directions.
Related Work
In order to mitigate local permanent damage, Fault-handling (FH) systems typically employ a sequence of handling phases including Fault Detection, Fault Diagnosis, and Fault Recovery. By employing these phases at runtime, a fault-resilient system can continue its operation in the presence of failures, sometimes in a degraded mode with partially restored functionality [7] if the full restoration of functionality is infeasible. The systems reliability and availability are measured in terms of service continuity and operational availability in presence of adverse events, respectively [8] . In this paper, an increase in reliability is sought by employing reconfigurable hardware in the fault-handling flow, whereas increased availability is sought by instantiating the preferred configurations in the throughput datapath.
Redundancy-based fault detection methods are widely used in fault-handling systems although incur costs of area and power overhead. In the Comparison Diagnosis Model [4, 9] , a module pair is evaluated subjected to the inputs to check for any discrepancy. For example, a CED arrangement employs either two replicas of a design or a diverse duplex design to reduce common mode faults [2] . Its advantage is a very low fault detection latency. A Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) system [10] [11] [12] utilizes three instances of a throughput module. The outputs of these three instances are passed through a majority voter circuit, which in turn provides the main output of the system. In this way, in addition to fault detection capability, the system is able to mask its faults in the output if distinguishable faults occur within one of three modules. However, this arrangement incurs an increased area and power overhead to accommodate the replicated datapaths. It will be shown that these overheads can be significantly reduced by employing reconfiguration.
The Fault Diagnosis phase consists of identifying properly functioning computational resources in some larger set of Suspect resources. Traditionally, in many fault tolerant digital circuits, the resources are diagnosed by evaluating their behavior under a set of test inputs. This test vector strategy can isolate faults while requiring only a small area overhead and yet incurs the cost of evaluating an extensive number of test vectors to diagnose the functional blocks as they increase exponentially according to the number of inputs. The DRFI runtime reconfiguration approach combines the benefits of redundancy with only twice the computational requirement while significantly maintaining the throughput in presence of hardware failures.
While reconfiguration and redundancy are fundamental components of a fault recovery process, both the choice of reconfiguration scheduling policy and the relative fitness of computational modules affect the availability during the recovery phase and quality of recovery, after fault handling. Here, it is possible to maintain reasonable levels of availability by instantiating preferred configurations during the faulthandling phase and by promoting the relatively higherranked configurations after fault recovery.
Reliability of FPGA-based designs [13] can be achieved in various ways. TMR is popular in FPGA-based reliable designs for protection against permanent as well as transient [10] . The TMR's fault recovery capability is limited to the faults which impact one module. This limitation of TMR can be overcome using self-repair [14, 15] approaches to increase sustainability, such as refurbishing the failed instance using jiggling [16] technique of faults mitigation. Other active recovery techniques incorporate control schemes which realize intelligent actions to cope with permanent failures. Keymeulen et al. [17] proposed an evolutionary approach to circumvent the faults in reconfigurable digital and analog circuits. They proposed genetic algorithms to evolve the population of fault tolerant circuits by applying genetic operators such as mutation and crossover over the circuit's bitstream representation. Other self-repair techniques by Garvie and Thompson [16] are based upon direct bitstream manipulation by evolutionary algorithms to recover from faults. Many evolvable hardware techniques have been presented in the literature that rely on intricate details of the FPGA device structure and routing. Their recovery times may be extensive as the design tools must be invoked at runtime to generate new alternatives or in some cases nonconvergent based on the stochastic nature of genetic algorithm based search. In addition, a fitness evaluation function must be defined in advance to select the best individuals in a population, which may in turn necessitate complete knowledge of the input-output truth table for fault-free behavior. DRFI avoids both of these complications. Altogether, DRFI is able to utilize actual inputs, instead of exhaustive or pseudo-exhaustive test vectors, on any commercial off-the-shelf FPGA with partial reconfiguration capability without runtime invocation of the design tools.
One approach to reducing overheads associated with TMR is to employ the Comparison Diagnosis Model with a pair of modules in an adaptable CED arrangement subjected to the same inputs. For example, the Competitive Runtime Reconfiguration (CRR) [18] scheme uses an initial population of functionally identical (same input output behavior), yet physically distinct (alternative design or place-and-route realization), FPGA configurations which are produced at design time. At runtime, these individuals compete for selection to a CED arrangement based on a fitness function favoring fault-free behavior. Hence, any physical resource exhibiting an operationally significant fault decreases the fitness of those configurations which use it. Through runtime competition, the presence of the fault becomes occluded from the visibility in subsequent operations.
Other runtime testing methods, such as online Built-in Self-Test (BIST) techniques [19] , offer the advantages of a roving test, which checks a subset of the chip's resources while retaining the remaining nontested resources in operation. Resource testing typically involves pseudo-exhaustive inputspace testing of the FPGA resources to identify faults, while functional testing methods check the correctness of the datapath functions [20] . In [21] , a pair of blocks configured with identical operating modes are subjected to resource-oriented test patterns. This Self-Testing AReas (STARs) approach maintains a relatively small area of the reconfigurable fabric offline which is under test, while the remainder of the reconfigurable fabric is online and continues its operation. STARs compare the output of each Programmable Logic Block (PLB) to that of an identically configured PLB. This utilizes the property that a discrepancy between the outputs alerts the PLB to be suspected as outlined by Dutt (CLBs) . In the STARs approach, each block under test is successively evaluated in multiple reconfiguration modes, and when a block is completely tested, the testing area is advanced to the next block in the device. To facilitate reconfigurability to relocate the system logic, there is a provision to temporarily halt the system operation by controlling the system clock. The recovery in STARs is achieved by remapping lost functionality to logic and interconnect resources which were diagnosed as healthy. The heterogeneous nature of FPGA resources, for example, LUTs, FFs, BRAMS, multipliers, DSP Blocks, and processor cores, can make it challenging to achieve a generic testing methodology based on a roving approach. Moreover, the scalability of resource-based testing techniques with the significant growth of on-chip resources is also a concern. Therefore, functional testing can offer an appealing alternative to resource-based testing and thus it is embraced herein. In this paper, we concentrate on a live FPGA testing scenario. Nonetheless, backend testing with the proposed technique is also possible, although BIST schemes are generally preferred in such situations due to their finegrained resolution which is beneficial for backend testing.
Generating a Diverse Pool of Configurations by Design Relocation
A diverse population of configurations which randomly employ different resources within the FPGA fabric is relatively straightforward to generate at design time [23] . For this purpose, the seed design, which is a post-placed-and-routed circuit, is relocated to alternate areas in a chip. Modifying the User Constraints File (.ucf) can constrain the placeand-route tool to generate alternate configurations. Each distinct .ucf file in Xilinx ISE environment corresponds to a diverse physical configuration, and thus the generated configuration bitstream (.bit) file is unique. The process is described in detail below. As shown in Figure 1 (a), the circuit is specified using Verilog HDL and mapped to a Xilinx FPGA chip by the vendorprovided synthesis tool. The location of the design components mapped over corresponding logic resources is determined by the synthesis and implementation toolset itself. The Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE) placement tool automatically places the design components considering the area and timing optimizations. The post-place-and-route simulation model is considered as a seed design here. The chip area is divided into various Reconfigurable Tiles (RT) where each tile may contain multiple Partial Reconfiguration Regions (PRRs) [24] . The distinction between RT and PRR allows changing the granularity of fault handling during runtime. The design is partitioned into basic Logic Cells. The initial locations of all Logic Cells are obtained from the seed Figure 1 (b). In this manner, a diverse set of configurations is generated which utilize alternate logic resources in the chip. In the current design tool suite from Xilinx, the term PRR has been renamed to Reconfigurable Partition and the requirement to insert bus macros has been voided by proxy-LUTs [26, 27] . Our design relocation flow supports current versions of Xilinx design suites ISE, for example, ISE 14.7, and Vivado.
Online Fault Handling by Dynamic Reconfiguration

Fault Detection.
A pair of configuration bitstreams is randomly selected to instantiate a CED arrangement in the FPGA device. Only those configuration pairs can be instantiated which utilize mutually exclusive device resources.
Mutual exclusion can be ensured by virtually dividing the chip into two distinct regions, one for each CED instance. An instantiated pair provides the desired DMR which can be used for error detection as illustrated in Figure 2 . In the following discussion, the configurations in a DMR arrangement are referred to as the active CUT and RS corresponding to Reconfigurable Slack, respectively. A discrepancy between the outputs of the two instances in DMR arrangement reveals the faulty nature of at least one of those configurations. Afterwards when a discrepancy in the outputs occurs, a fault detection condition is asserted and the proposed fault-handling methodology is initiated. The problem of identifying healthy configurations out of suspected configurations is then formulated as a system-level diagnosis problem. Suspect. The objective becomes identifying correct configurations which utilize pristine resources. Formally, given a pool of configurations out of which configurations are faulty, the objective is to identify ℎ = − faultfree configurations that utilize pristine resources. At least two healthy configurations are necessary to maintain a DMR arrangement after fault recovery. Figure 3 outlines the scope, diagnosis approaches, and metrics used below. The diagnosability formulation for identifying faulty nodes is developed herein using a syndrome function. The three diagnosis algorithms of Exhaustive Evaluation approach, the State Transitions approach, and the DRFI approach employing PageRank technique developed are described in Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 5, respectively. Section 6 reports experimental results for MCNC benchmark circuits and H.263 video encoder's DCT hardware core.
System-Level
The same diagnosis formulation applies to each of the three algorithms developed and is described first here. Given an undirected graph G(V, E) of vertex set V and edges set E, the diagnosis objective is to identify faulty nodes. The nodes of G correspond to configurations to be compared in a CED arrangement. The diagnosis process is described in terms of CED comparisons to identify discrepancies. However, the formulation is not restricted to a pair-wise comparison. Instead, the fault diagnosis process can utilize N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) in accordance with availability of resources. NMR is a generalization of TMR where ≥ 2 modules provide − 1 redundant instances, which has found applicability in adaptive fault handling [28, 29] .
An element ( , V) in the edge set E indicates the feasibility that the output from corresponding configurations can be compared. Let the actual fitness states of nodes be represented by vector Φ and the fitness states estimated based upon the fault-diagnosis process by vectorΦ. We define the Connectivity Matrix C to show the comparison performed between two nodes in G. Thus, an entry = 1 denotes that a comparison between node and node is performed, where each node depicts a distinct configuration:
Syndrome Matrix Ψ indicates the outcome of comparisons. An entry of this matrix denotes comparison outcome corresponding to the outputs of node and node . Both of these matrices are symmetric about the diagonal due to commutativity of pairwise comparison for discrepancy:
Entries where = 1 indicate that the output from nodes and is discrepant for the same input, and = 0 indicates their agreement. Meanwhile = stands for the case when no comparison has been performed between the corresponding nodes. A = 0 on the diagonal corresponds to the comparison outcome for a node with itself. It is worthwhile to highlight that we consider a pair to be healthy if and only if no discrepancy had occurred during the lifetime of comparison evaluation. In other words, a value = 1 renders all future comparisons between node and node to retain its constant value 1.
The Syndrome Matrix Ψ can be used to estimate the fitness states of nodes in G under certain condition as we will discuss 3 diagnosis methods in further sections. Thus, faulty nodes can be identified based upon the Syndrome Matrix values. After fault detection, all the entries of Ψ except those on the diagonal are initialized with implying that the health of all the PEs is Suspect. The following identifies the • Graceful degradation
• Quality of recovery
• Survivability despite hard faults Update.̂= 0.
Exhaustive Evaluation.
To address the identification of faults without loss of generality, it is assumed that no correctness information is known priori for the functionality of the bitstreams in the configuration pool. In particular, there are no configurations that are known to be fault free or resilient to faults. For purposes of operation, the DRFI implementation and the device reconfiguration mechanism are assumed to be reliable which can be encouraged by minimizing device area relative to that of the throughput fabric. Such components have been referred to in the literature as golden elements [16] . Golden elements are subcircuits which are assumed to remain fault free throughout the duration of the mission. As there are no golden configurations needed to examine the fitness of other Suspect configurations, one straightforward approach is to exhaustively evaluate all the configuration pairs in a mutual checking paradigm as given by Algorithm 1. Given a configuration pair instantiated in a CED manner, a complete agreement in their output throughout all the possible inputs would affirm their healthy status. In practice, only nonexhaustive input evaluation is feasible which motivates the proposed DRFI technique described later.
Assume that an -input circuit is instantiated in duplex manner. The cardinality of the input set is 2 and all distinct combinations of input samples need to be applied to evaluate the behavior of the circuit to the entire input space. If the number of defective configurations is not known priori, an upper bound on diagnosis time in terms of number of input evaluations can be derived as given in the following: the number of ways in which objects can be chosen out of a set of objects is given by Binomial Coefficient [30] . To realize Figure 5 . The objective of the state transitions flow is to identify healthy configurations in a pool of Suspect configurations which, in turn, helps to identify faulty items. The problem is similar to the counterfeit coin identification problem [31] with a restriction that only two coins can be tested at a time.
The SFH method is evaluated using Monte-Carlo simulation of the configurations' behavior. Let represent configuration labels for all 1 ≤ ≤ for a configurations pool of size . The number of healthy configurations is ℎ = − , and we identify them using discrepancy information. For this purpose, a configuration pair {CUT, RS} is randomly chosen to be instantiated on the chip, where {CUT, RS} ∈ . The CUT and RS correspond to active and slack configurations of a CED pair, respectively. Once a discrepancy is detected, the fitness state of all of the configurations is suspected; that is,
As the knowledge about fitness of those configurations is not available initially, the estimated number of healthy configurations iŝℎ = 0. Afterwards, another pair of configurations is randomly selected for instantiation while incrementing a variable Reload Number, , as listed in Algorithm 2. If two configurations completely agree in terms of their output throughout their instantiation period, their fitness state is updated to fault free while incrementing number of Presumed Healthy configuration,̂ℎ, by 2 as follows:
To reduce the number of configurations reloads, as it costs reconfiguration latency which, in turn, would affect the throughput, a without-replacement policy is also evaluated. In this strategy, an identified healthy pair is never reinstantiated during the diagnosis process under SFH approach. Figure 6 shows history of knowledge about various configurations while they are instantiated for evaluation. Theaxis of the plot shows percentage of total number of Presumed Healthy configurations correctly identified using the discrepancy information, that is,̂ℎ/( − ). We can see from the plot that the required number of configuration reloads increases with increased number of defective configurations, . Moreover, the without-replacement policy provides better results than the with-replacement policy given no additional faults occur upon initiation of the fault diagnosis phase. In the following, we provide some probability analysis of the problem. The diagnosis problem of configuration bitstreams can be formulated as given below.
Given a collection containing a mix of defective and nondefective items, what is the probability that two items selected at random are nondefective [30] ? To analyze this problem, first suppose (ℎ) is the probability of selecting a single nondefective (healthy) item and ( ) is the probability of selecting a defective (faulty) item. Using the notation introduced in the previous section, (ℎ) = ℎ / and ( ) = / . Thus, the probability of selecting a nondefective pair is given by (ℎℎ) = (ℎ) * (ℎ | ℎ) where (ℎ | ℎ) is the probability that the second item is nondefective given the first item was nondefective. The experiment of instantiating and evaluating a configuration pair is a Bernoulli trial whose outcome is either success when a healthy pair is selected or a failure when at least one of the configurations is faulty. The probability of successes in the outcome of Bernoulli trials International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing 9 with replacement strategy is given by binomial probability law [30] :
where is the probability of success of a Bernoulli trial.
As each trial consists of picking a pair of items instead of a single item, the probability mass function (pmf) [30] becomes
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a random variable provides the probability that the event will be found with value less than or equal to [30] ; that is,
The probability of finding nondefective items in a batch of 100 items with various numbers of trials is shown in Figure 7 . Out of one hundred items, 5 items are assumed to be defective. The pmf and cdf depend on , , and . For example, the pmf for = 100 trials shows that the probability of choosing exact = 91 nondefective pairs is only 0.1331. In addition, the cdf plot shows that probability of success of selecting ≤ 91 healthy pairs in = 100 trials is 0.6549.
To relate the probability analysis with the results from the Monte-Carlo simulation in Figure 6 , assume that we are interested in finding the probability of success greater than given trials. This measure relates to probability that each healthy configuration is selected at least once paired with a healthy other configuration, in a certain number of loadings of configuration bitstreams of pairs. The cdf in Figure 7 shows that probability of successes ≤ 95 is approximately 0.1 given 110 trials, implying that probability of successes, > 95, is 0.9; that is, ( > 95) = (1.0 − 0.1). Thus, we can expect that 90% of the trials would be successful in terms of selecting > 95 nondefective pairs in = 110 trials. It is evident from Figure 6 that roughly 90% of nondefective items are isolated in 110 iterations under SFH transitions method of input evaluations of various pairs.
It is essential to note our assumption here that if two configurations are loaded for a given evaluation period, they will exhibit discrepancy at least once if at least one of them is faulty. This assumption may not be true in many cases as we discuss in the next section. This is acceptable since SFH is just providing a baseline for comparison to the proposed DRFI approach.
The DRFI Approach
The DRFI technique of fault diagnosis using a functional testing paradigm fully exploits the dynamic reconfiguration capability of contemporary FPGAs. This technique utilizes the information about difference in output values of the duplex arrangement, in addition to discrepancy information. The diagnosis process begins with constructing a Circuit Similarity Graph and then applying the PageRank algorithm to compute the rank score of each node in the graph. The top configurations, having a score greater than the average score of a pool, are assumed to be fault free and hence can be used by the system. However, if no healthy configuration exists, then the pool is sorted in ascending order according to the scores and higher score configurations are preferred.
An online method to prioritize alternative configurations for instantiation is needed. The PageRank algorithm, which originated to rank the pages in the World Wide Web, has also been effective on non-web-based applications and has been found to be fast, scalable, and robust [32] . In the following, some background of the PageRank algorithm is provided to give some intuition of the analogy to the ranking of bitstreams.
Page et al. [33] developed the PageRank algorithm to rank the webpages on World Wide Web according to their importance. This algorithm is successfully being employed by the Google search engine. The basic motivation is that the webpages which are more important should be given higher PageRank value. The importance of a webpage is based on a factor determined by the number of references made to it by other pages, and hence it is determined recursively [33] .
We make an analogy with the problem at hand, that is, bringing out some fault-free configurations from a pool of configurations. The configurations which use faulty resources lack consistent behavior with other configurations. However, the hardware realizations which utilize pristine resources would exhibit consistent behavior, when evaluated in duplex manner with the other realizations. The configurations showing consistent behavior are marked as important and mined from the pool using the PageRank algorithm. Table 1 identifies the analogies among various applications in which PageRank algorithm is being deployed. In Web Search applications, there are multiple content terms used on a webpage that determine its search relevance. Similarly, there are multiple resources in the FPGA fabric that determine its testing relevance.
Therefore, in this problem, the PageRank algorithm is utilized to analyze the relationship among different hardware realizations. It assigns a score to each configuration depending on its relative significance in the pool of designs. The higher the score of a configuration is, the more consistent its behavior will be in the population of designs. After a fault is detected, a Circuit Similarity Graph (CSG) of configurations is constructed. In the CSG, an edge between two nodes represents the similarity between two circuits in terms of their output. If a realized circuit's output is consistently matched with the other circuits, it is considered more important than others and a higher rank is assigned to it. The fault handling flow is elaborated below. Algorithm 3 lists various steps in the DRFI technique of functional diagnosis to rank hardware configurations in a reconfigurable, fault-resilient hardware platform. Fitness and throughput heuristics can be customized by considering the throughput quality during diagnosis phase and fault detection latency tradeoffs.
Building the Circuit Similarity Graph. The CSG is a graph G = (V, E, W), where V is the vertex set, E is the set of edges, and W is the weight adjacency matrix associated with the graph. This is similar representation used for image features in a feature similarity graph of [34] . Each entry of W represents the degree of match between the corresponding circuits in terms of their output.
For constructing the weight adjacency matrix W, each entry in the corresponding pair of the configurations forming a CED arrangement is evaluated during an evaluation period. While a binary assignment to a comparison-based diagnosis outcome is sufficient to relate the configurations under test to their relevant pool { ℎ , , and }, a quantification of their discrepant behavior further provides a relative ranking within each pool. Thus, a configuration whose output is relatively more incorrect in terms of its number of discrepant output bits becomes ranked low and is thus less preferred. Here, a Hamming distance measure can quantify number of discrepant bits in the pair-under-test evaluation. This distance measure is utilized to assign relative weights to the comparison outcome which quantify the partial functionality of configuration bitstreams. As discussed later, such a ranking scheme is beneficial in utilizing the partially functional circuits in signal processing applications where inexact behavior may be acceptable to some extent in terms of signal quality. However, the Euclidean distance between the outputs and represents the dissimilarity of the two circuits for online inputs. In general, the Euclidean distance between two points x and y in -dimensional space is defined as [35] (x, y) = √∑
where refers to the number of inputs in an evaluation interval. Then, the distance is normalized so that the measure becomes the matching score of the two circuits. For this purpose, Gaussian kernel is used to compute the matrix entries that represent the pair-wise similarity of corresponding indices [36] :
where 2 represents the variance of the Gaussian kernel [37] . Thus, the weight adjacency matrix can be computed using the output variation between two Suspect configurations operating a CED manner.
A pair having consistently matched outputs with each other for a whole range of inputs will get higher score as compared to the configurations differing in their outputs. In addition, the configurations completing agreeing during evaluation window are rewarded by subtracting a Reward Score from their associated . Consequently, a sparse matrix W is obtained for the configurations pool by randomly selecting different configuration pairs.
The size of the CSG seems a significant concern of the proposed method. It grows rapidly as the number of configurations increases. The size of CSG is directly impacted by the number of configurations created at design time and is determined by the extent to which fault tolerance is desired. A large number of configurations at design time imply requirement of large storage memory and increased fault-handling latency due to evaluation time. However, an improved fault coverage due to increased diversity of resource usage can be provided by a large number of configurations.
Ranking via PageRank. Given the CSG, we are interested in assigning score to each node where each node represents a particular circuit configuration. The idea is to give more score to the circuit whose output is consistently matched with the other circuits. Faults injected at random locations affect the different circuit configurations in different ways, and hence the circuits behave inconsistently to the inputs when evaluated in pairs with the other circuits. The CSG may be thought of as a graph similar to that of all linked webpages. The webpage which gets many votes or gets vote from high ranked pages receives higher rank. Therefore, to rank the pages according to their importance we apply the PageRank algorithm, which is demonstrated in Section 6. For web, the rank vector is computed for webpages by observing the hyperlinks coming to and leaving from the webpages. For circuit configurations, the rank vector is 1 × vector where each value of represents the PageRank score of the corresponding configuration.
Require: Ensure:Φ (1) while (1) do (2) DRFI is integrated fault detection, isolation, and recovery technique thereby keeping the system online during these phases.
Select CUT by using the fitness and throughput heuristic (3) Select two configurations from the configurations pool Designate the CUT as active configuration, and RS as slack. Then, the pair under test is given by: CED = {CUT, RS} (4) Perform concurrent comparison to the same inputs for various edges of the graph represented by connectivity matrix C given in (1) (5) DRFI employs error information between the outputs of two distinct reconfigurations as compared to Algorithms 1 and 2 which solely rely on a binary decision on the presumed fitness of configurations under test Compute the Syndrome matrix employing the distance information between two reconfigurations using (8) (6) Update the weight adjacency matrix W based upon comparisons outcome during an evaluation interval using (9) (7) Build the Circuit Similarity Graph from W and C (8) Use PageRank Algorithm to rank the configuration pool according to the fitness assessment. The PageRank of a page is computed by [38] PR ( ) = (1 − ) + (
where PR( ) = PageRank of a page , 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = the pages which refer to page , ( ) = number of links going out of page , and = Damping Factor, empirically set to 0.85. The PageRank is a probability distribution over all the linked webpages, and a random reference occurs to a webpage with a probability given by its PageRank value PR( ) [38] .
Considering a random surfer model defined for the original PageRank algorithm [33] , the PageRank can be conceptualized as a distribution based on a Markov chain. In a graph represented by the adjacency matrix, the surfer travels along the directed path with some transition probabilities. If at a given instant the surfer is located at node , then the node traversed at the next step + 1 can be any neighbor of . Thus, nodes can be considered to constitute states of a Markov chain with a transition matrix . An analysis of a random walk in a PageRank Markov chain is provided in [39] . It has been shown [40] that if the distribution of probabilities at a node at instant is given by ( ) , then the probability to encounter node at next step is given by
The PageRank vector is a stationary point of the above transformation as follows:
The PageRank can be computed for a graph represented by an adjacency matrix by using various methods such as Arnoldi iteration, Gauss-Seidel iterations, power iterations, linear system formulations, and approximate formulations [41] . We used a linear system formulation of PageRank in this work.
An example of the configuration ranking process after evaluating multiple reconfigurations is shown in Figure 8 .
A pool of six design-time generated configurations are represented by the nodes in the graph. After multiple reconfigurations of the CED pair, the resultant connectivity matrix is given by 
The Syndrome Matrix employing the comparison-output information after computing the distances via (8) . (14) The similarity of these configurations in terms of their output is given by the weight adjacency matrix, which represents the weights of edges between nodes. Figure 8(b) shows the weight adjacency matrix for 2 = 0.5. The PageRank value of the nodes is given below the node labels. As it is evident that configuration label 3's similarity measure is higher among other configurations, therefore, it is ranked higher by the algorithm and thus preferred for fault recovery as described in the following section.
Fault Recovery Results
The fault model used in the experimental work to evaluate the proposed fault-handling scheme is a Stuck-At (SA) model in which such fault can occur at any of the LUT inputs used by a configuration. The SA model reasonably models the permanent effect of aging-degradation and radiation hazards on an FPGA device in a space environment. In addition, the DRFI technique deals with the faults at a higher level, that is, by functional evaluation of the overall circuit, and therefore, it should be capable of handling a wide variety of fault models. SA faults are injected in the simulation model of circuit generated by the Xilinx tool flow. We utilized our previously developed Fault Injection and Analysis Toolkit (FIAT) which invokes various commands of the Xilinx flow to study fault behavior. An example of injecting SA fault to one of the LUTinputs is shown in Algorithm 4.
Experiment 1: MCNC Benchmark Circuits.
To evaluate the DRFI technique, MCNC [42] benchmark circuit misex is analyzed in detail first, and then recovery of other circuits in the MCNC benchmark is assessed. The benchmark circuits are implemented targeting a Virtex-4 device. We used the MATLAB implementation of the PageRank algorithm by Gleich et al. [39, 41] . The ISim simulator output is an interface to a MATLAB script which issues commands to the ISE. The selection of the number of functional configurations is lower bounded by the amount of diversity required to mitigate faults while upper bounded by the tractability to handle the CSG. In this experiment, a total of 100 diverse configurations for the misex circuit are generated at design time. Then faults were randomly injected into the post-place-and-route simulation model affecting 86 circuit configurations and thereby leaving only 14 designs fully functional. The healthy configuration labels are listed here (3, 5, 11, 19, 25, 45, 51, 54, 55, 57, 72, 76, 77, 90) . The CSG is built by evaluating a pair of circuits to a subset of random inputs. The cardinality of the subset affects the fault-diagnosis quality. The evaluation interval is shown in Figure 9 as the percentage of the number of inputs applied to CUT from the overall input space. A sliding window of size 20 with an overlap of 10 is selected to evaluate the circuits in subpools. Instead of evaluating all exhaustive pairs with all exhaustive sets of inputs, the similarity matrix is built using a smaller set and thereby resulting in a sparse CSG. After computing the PageRank for the resulting graph, the results are shown in Figure 9 in which the PageRank value of each circuit implementation identified by its configuration label is plotted. The Cumulative Discrepancy Value (CDV) is defined as
where denotes the evaluation interval as the number of inputs applied. CDV is used to build the CSG, and then PageRank is computed given the CSG of the reconfigurable design. As seen in Figure 9 (a) for Cumulative DV, the CDV of various configurations cannot assist much in differentiating the healthy configurations from faulty configurations. However, the corresponding PageRank values clearly distinguish the healthy and faulty groups in the plot for PageRank shown in Figure 9 (a) which has 14 peaks corresponding to each of the 14 unaffected configurations having configuration numbers, (3, 5, 11, 19, 25, 45, 51, 54, 55, 57, 72, 76, 77, 90) . In addition, Figure 9 (a) shows that a sufficiently long evaluation interval should be chosen to confidently isolate healthy configurations in the configuration pool. Figure 9 shows that all the healthy configurations are identified without any false positives in the plot of PageRank results.
Analyzing the circuits with relatively high score in Figure 9 , we observe that they utilize fault-free resources. It is, however, worth noting here that as few as two configurations are needed at any given time for the circuit to produce validated output, although we have identified much more successfully. The cumulative Consensus Similarity Value history of first 10 configurations is plotted in Figure 10 . It is evident that the CSV of 3 and 5 increases with time as they both utilize fault-free resources.
As compared to the exhaustive testing method which involves evaluating all possible pairs with all possible set of inputs, DRFI achieved considerable improvement, as evident by Figure 11 which shows the results for other benchmarks. The observed reduction in input evaluations is up to 75% when using this approach for misex1 benchmark circuit. For example, for the misex1 benchmark results shown in Figure 11 , the number of evaluations is reduced from 48640 in an exhaustive approach to 13260 when using the DRFI technique for a configuration pool size of 20 bitstreams.
The operation of the circuit in a duplex manner is simulated in Figure 12 . The DV between outputs of the duplex circuit in each evaluation window is shown. During the normal operation period of the circuit, when no fault is present, the discrepancy value is zero. After one or more faults occur, the difference in output increases. During the repair process, different pairs of configurations are loaded and evaluated using random inputs. After a sparse similarity matrix is built, the PageRank algorithm is executed. Once the configurations are ranked and identified correctly, the normal operation of the circuit is recovered. It should be noted that Figure 12 is only for the illustration of the system's operation and not scaled by actual time, which depends on the time complexity of the controller and the CUT as identified later.
The method presented in this paper does not require explicit fault isolation phase, while the configurations are only generated at design time thereby not necessitating any synthesis or implementation tools at runtime. Fault handling is accomplished by promoting the hardware configurations which utilize fault-free resources [43] . DRFI is a system-level fault-diagnosis technique by which healthy configurations are identified in a configuration pool, while the instantiation of two healthy configurations in a duplex manner completes the fault-recovery process. The area overhead of DRFI technique over a baseline design is a replica of the original circuit plus the reconfiguration controller. Thus, it turns out to be rather comparable to CED as the reconfiguration controller hardware is already provided in Xilinx devices facilitating dynamic reconfiguration. The software for reconfiguration can be executed on the on-chip processor, soft core, or LUT realization.
Experiment 2: DCT Core.
A DCT core was selected due to its popularity in deep space, earth satellites, unmanned vehicles, and other applications utilizing signal processing where human intervention may not be feasible. Here due to signal processing applications' inherent tolerance for noise and thus faults, it may not be necessary to triplicate modules in a TMR manner. Instead, we demonstrate how to exploit the quantifiable characteristics such as SNR and relative priority of the DCT coefficients to realize resilience, thereby reducing area resources, and energy while increasing sustainability for multiple faults. The DRFI scheme is validated using the H.263 video encoder's 1-dimensional DCT block implemented on FPGA fabric using Xilinx ISE and PlanAhead for partial reconfiguration flow. There are 8 Processing Elements (PEs) computing the DCT coefficients [44, 45] In a prototype to evaluate DRFI approach, we used the platform developed in [46] in which the video encoder application is run on the on-chip processor. All the subblocks except the DCT block are implemented in software, the later being implemented in hardware. The image data of video sequences is written by the processor to the frame buffer. In order to facilitate 2D DCT operation, the frame buffer also serves as transposition memory and is implemented by Virtex-4 dual port Block-RAM. Upon completion of the DCT operation, it is read back from the frame buffer to the PowerPC through the Xilinx General Purpose InputOutput (GPIO) core. By the pipeline design of the DCT core, the effective throughput of the DCT core is one pixel per clock. Internally, the PEs utilize DSP48 blocks available in Virtex-4 FPGAs. A 100 MHz core operation can provide maximum throughput 100 M-pixels per second while in order to meet the real-time throughput requirement for 176 × 144 resolution video frames at 30 frames per second, the minimum computational rate should be 760 K pixels per second. Table 2 lists the resource utilization generated by the Xilinx tools for the DCT core interfaced with the on-chip PowerPC processor [47] which illustrates a significant reduction in reconfigurable resources when embedded multipliers are used. Figure 13 shows qualitative results of the fault identification scheme. A frame in the video encoder's frame memory is shown in Figure 13(a) . A total of 10 alternate configurations are generated at design time which utilize various PRRs in the chip. The DCT core is instantiated in CED mode to provide error detection capability. Figure 13(b) shows an intraframe after a fault injected in the PE 0 of the DCT core. The system is recovered by instantiating a pregenerated configuration which uses fault-free resources, as given in Figure 13 (c).
In many signal processing applications, the underlying algorithms are inherently robust and a complete recovery is not necessary. While the latency of fault diagnosis may be excessive to achieve diminishing returns, sometimes it may barely improve the overall health metric of the system. On the other hand, a partial recovery can be quick and sufficient for certain applications. In a broad sense, provision of resilience in reconfigurable architectures for signal processing can take advantage of a shift from a conventional accurate computing model towards an approximate computing model [48] [49] [50] [51] . This significance-driven model provides support for operational performance which is compatible with the concepts of signal quality and noise.
If all of the configurations become faulty, then in the current scheme a complete recovery is not possible. However, we are interested in at least those configurations whose behavior exhibits more correct outputs than the others for the relevant online input subspace. In cases where no individual configuration in the design pool is operational due to the faults affecting all the configurations, it is preferable to assign higher scores to those circuits which are relatively better. Figure 14 shows results of a simulation in which all the pregenerated configurations are affected by faults. The discrepancy check is made on the DC and AC 0 -coefficients output values which contain most of the information about the image content. Figure 14 (a) shows a case in which faults are injected in PE1. As can be seen, the image in Figure 14 (c) is visually better than that in Figure 14 (a), the former is an output of a configuration which utilizes a fault-free PE 1 . Although the recovered system utilizes a faulty PE 3 , a graceful degradation is made by the proposed recovery solution. Thus, the image quality in the frame buffer reflects the benefit of such partial recovery. Figure 15 illustrates an operational comparison of two faulthanding techniques to mitigate local permanent damage, namely, TMR and DRFI, respectively. While the benefit of TMR is instantaneous fault-masking capability, its faulthandling capacity is limited to failure of only a single instance in the triplicated arrangement. On the other hand, DRFI's diagnosis and recovery phase involves multiple reconfigurations, and thus the fault-handling latency is significantly longer than that of TMR. On the positive side, DRFI can sustain multiple failures in the design. After fault detection, the diagnosis and repair mechanism are triggered which selects configurations from the pool and healthy resources are promoted to higher preference which results in improved throughput quality. Our results show that the recovery latency is 1.2 sec for the video encoder case study. If the mission cannot tolerate recovery delay of this interval then TMR is preferable for the first fault; however, multiple faults impacting distinct TMR modules lead to an indeterminate result. Figure 15 illustrates the operational differences of TMR and DRFI techniques to mitigate local permanent damage. Although DRFI incurs a recovery latency of approximately 1 second, it can sustain recovery after second, third, or even subsequent faults while TMR is only able to recover from a single fault per module over the entire mission. If the mission cannot tolerate a recovery delay of this duration, then TMR is preferable for the first fault and yet DRFI may be preferred for handling multiple faults and for provision of graceful degradation. However, an important insight is that TMR and DRFI need not be mutually exclusive. If device area is not at a premium, then each configuration could be realized in a TMR arrangement for low-latency initial fault recovery, along with DRFI being applied to a pool of TMR configurations at the next higher layer. Thus, DRFI need not necessarily be exclusive of TMR but orthogonal to it if sustainability and graceful degradation are also sought.
Comparisons and Tradeoffs
In order to assess the resource overhead of TMR and DRFI over a uniplex scheme, we implemented DCT core on Virtex-4 FPGAs in two different arrangements. The TMR arrangement involves a triplicated design while the DRFI arrangement involves duplicated design along with the configuration memory required to store multiple bitstreams in order to mitigate hardware faults. While a simplex arrangement incurs only a 33% of the area of TMR, the DRFI technique incurs approximately 67% of the area of TMR when considering the logic resource count. In addition, DRFI contains provision of reconfiguration and thereby utilizes a reconfiguration controller and peripherals which are already resident on the chip. For DRFI, configuration ranking is invoked to leverage the priority inherent in the computation to mitigate performance-impacting phenomena such as Extrinsic Fault Sources, Aging-induced Degradations, or manufacturing Process Variations. Such reconfigurations are only initiated periodically, for example, when adverse events such as discrepancies occur. Fault recovery is performed by fetching alternative partial Configuration Bitstreams which are stored in a Compact Flash external memory device. A Configuration Port, such as the Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP) on Xilinx FPGAs, provides an interface for the Reconfiguration Controller to reconfigure the alternative bitstreams. The input data used by the PEs, such as input video frames, resides in a DRAM Data Memory that is also accessible to the On-chip Processor Core. Together these components support the reconfiguration flows needed to realize a runtime adaptive approach to fault-handling architectures. However, it is worth mentioning here that the reconfiguration related components are not on the critical throughput datapath and can be triggered only when needed. That is, only after a fault is detected in the CED pair. Their reliability only impacts the recovery capability but not the correctness of the throughput datapath itself as would a Stuck-At fault in the voter output in a TMR design. Although based on equiprobable fault distribution dictated by relative area of the voter and module datapaths, it is a relatively remote possibility. Table 3 lists the configuration bitstream sizes for various PEs in DCT core which can be used to assess the configuration memory size requirement. The listed factors are involved in the reconfiguration flow and hence add to the overhead of the diagnostic provision in DRFI approach.
In addition to the above mentioned components required by the DRFI approach, bus-macros and unoccupied resources also add to the overhead of the DRFI adaptive reconfiguration scheme. A distributed realization of the PRRs needed to create diverse configurations pool may result in consuming an increased count of the above resources. In order to minimize the bus-macros as well as simplifying the reconfiguration scheme, we have partitioned the chip into an exclusive set of resources, right and left halves. Thus, an MCNC benchmark circuit is fit into one half of the device while the other half contains its replica. This results in the mapping of many unoccupied resources into a defined PRR. However, given that the capacity of contemporary FPGAs keeps increasing, area overhead is not a significant concern especially when survivability and adaptability of the mission are primary concerns.
In a Virtex-4 device, the minimum PRR height that can be defined is 16 CLBs [26] while the maximum height can span an entire column in the chip. To effectively utilize the PRR capacity, the resource utilization of the mapped function should also be considered when choosing the PRR size. For example, each PRR should have a sufficient number of LUTs, FFs, and DSP multipliers to implement a DCTcoefficient computation function in the DCT core. While the PE design we have considered in the DCT core consumes fewer resources than the capacity of a PRR, we choose the same as the minimum PRR size constrained by the vendor's tool and FPGA device under consideration. To reduce the memory size required in order to store configuration bistreams, a compression technique significantly reducing the storage space requirements of alternative partial bitstreams is presented in [52] and can be employed in future work. While partial reconfiguration is not a requirement for the DRFI scheme and the scheme is applicable to static designs as well, Partial Reconfiguration helps apportion large designs into independent testing domains. This would facilitate throughput of nonaffected regions of a device while recovery occurs in the fault-affected areas. This can hide the latency of recovery in designs where the FPGA is performing decoupled independent operations. Examples would include a single FPGA device with a DCT core and an independent encryption core. If the encryption core is involved in transmission of information unrelated to the DCT core, its operation is unaffected during reconfiguration utilized for DRFI-based recovery. Moreover, even with a faulty design, partial functionality of the DCT core at runtime for a signal processing application during the fault-handling phase may provide graceful degradation and thus maintain some system functionality, although with a degraded quality of throughout. Demonstration of partial online functionality to help maintain signal quality to some extent during the faulthandling phase is demonstrated in [46] for non-distanceranked approaches.
Conclusion
An approach for fault handling in FPGA-based systems is presented. In this method, a pool of hardware configurations for a reconfigurable platform is generated at design time utilizing a distinct set of hardware resources. Once faults affect circuit realizations, the PageRank algorithm is used to identify the most functional realizations. The experiments indicate that the approach is effective at identifying the correct configuration in a fraction of the comparisons needed by unguided search and thereby offering considerably improved throughput. In addition, graceful degradation is realized by prioritizing the bitstreams in situations where all configurations are impacted by a fault. It may be noted that the method concentrates on local permanent damage rather than soft errors which can be effectively mitigated by Scrubbing [53] [54] [55] . Scrubbing can be effective for SEUs/soft errors in the configuration memory; however, it cannot accommodate local permanent damage due to Stuck-At faults, Electromigration, and Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) aging effects which require an alternate configuration to avoid the faulty resources. For future work, an interesting direction can be analyzing the effect of varying the granularity of diagnosis by using the PR model developed in [56] . Alternative ranking algorithms popular in web search in addition to PageRank, such as HITS [57] and SALSA [58] , would explore interesting tradeoffs such as completeness of recovery and the recovery time. Reload number or testing arrangement instance :
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